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Executive Summary 
 
 
The design studio III was commissioned to examine how Tvilum can be more circular with               

their existing manufacturing technology and use of materials. It consists of research on how              

young professionals living in small apartments are adapting with furniture pieces. It            

recommends ways of how the existing pieces of furniture can be maintained and repurposed              

to extend the life of a product to become more circular.  

 

The research draws attention to the fact that apartment sizes are shrinking and technological              

advancement are changing human behaviour at home. Further investigation reveals that           

mono-functional pieces of furniture are no longer useful. Users are misusing the pieces to              

increase the functionalities that they need.  

 

The report evaluates the required functionalities for the focus groups and concludes with             

add-ons for the existing furniture pieces to encourage this need in small spaces. Instead of               

asking Tvilum to redesign their furniture, it is recommending them to develop functions which              

can be attached to their mass-produced furniture. The add-ons are functionalities which            

come in different shapes and sizes enabling users to personalize.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Scope 
 

We have defined the problem scope into target group, existing mass-produced furniture,            

emotional attachment with furniture pieces and accommodating in small apartments. Due to            

current trends, and financial realities young professionals are living in or renting small             

apartments. In some cases when they rent the place, the furniture they are given is all they                 

can work with. In addition, making changes to the room itself (drilling holes in the walls,                

changing room colour, etc.) is mostly prohibited. Bringing their own furniture is allowed,             

however, due to small room area, newly added furniture is usually an inconvenience rather              

than a positive experience. Due to such limitations, our target group has to either change               

their habits to adapt to such an environment or change the environment to the best of their                 

abilities, to address their physical needs.  

 

Such a small variable as floor space, in reality, has a huge effect on daily human activity and                  

behaviour. If divided into categories, people usually are involved in three types of activities              

throughout the day at home. These activities are resting, working and entertainment. Some             

of them overlap with each other, but in general, those are the three main types, all of which                  

are affected in some way by smaller living space. While addressing the problem, it is               

important to frame it in such a way that the main design proposal is sound. For that, the                  

project's target group, intervention limitations (to keep existing furniture), emotional          

connection, should all be addressed in the context of small space.  

 

1.2 Purpose 
 

Small living spaces are becoming the norm, as a result of a growing population, limited               

space in urban areas and ever-increasing prices of square meters. Young people strive to              

live in the city, due to the higher availability of various opportunities, however, it comes at a                 

high monetary cost. There is an increasing segment of the population, who do not yet stand                

strong on their feet but require an affordable space to live in (Thøgersen, 2017). In smaller                

 



 

places, furniture can take a big portion of the space alone. Combined with other items that                

people tend to keep in the room, and unused corners, sometimes it can live a person with                 

few spaces available for them. Living in such a tiny box can be straining mentally and                

physically. Many activities are more difficult to do, comfortable living is compromised.  

 

To maintain human well-being, it is essential to adapt furniture to such small places and               

meet human needs. Fortunately, with current day and age technology, many things are             

possible. Using such technologies, methods and designs, we would like to rethink the way              

people live in small homes, without making it inconvenient to buy a whole new set of                

furniture. We want to adapt the existing, small living environment to human needs. Emotions              

also come into play, as human beings develop attachments to inanimate objects.  

 

1.3 Background Information 
 
 

Trying to meet the needs of our target group, we decided to design objects which can be a                  

part of their existing pieces of furniture. The objects should meet the unmet requirements              

what the already at home furniture are not providing. We have to think about the circularity of                 

the use of this piece. We do not want to encourage buying a different set of new furniture but                   

rather prolonging the life of the pieces that they own. Therefore, design primarily should              

focus on the following areas: should be space-efficient, should be easily attached to existing              

furniture without damaging it, enable functionalities.  

 

Knowing that a good deal of self-made furniture extension ideas came from our research as               

well as workshops, used unutilized space on existing furniture pieces, a decision to look into               

unused sides of most commonly encountered furniture in a small living space has been              

made. It translated to using mostly sides of wardrobe, bed, table and chest of drawers. Since                

we try to address the needs of a particular demographic, who usually live in rented space, it                 

is important to come up with a mechanism that would not ruin existing furniture and would                

attach seamlessly. Therefore, the design required to find a way, to become a part of the                

furniture without drilling holes in it, or affecting its integrity.  

 

 

 



 

2 Circular Economy 
 
The circular economy model is an alternative to the linear system that most businesses are               

currently using. The linear business model is accelerating waste production. The price            

difference between the second-hand furniture and new furniture is very insignificant so it is              

not easy to drive more sustainable practice. This aligns with the poor awareness and              

availability of sustainable furniture options. The aim of using a circular business model is to               

maintain natural resources by using an alternative service or to design things which can be               

used again and again. So that in the meantime, the materials can be recovered and become                

new resources. In the life cycle of elements, a waste of one process is the food for another                  

process. Finally, materials are recovered and recycled back into new resources, reflecting            

the cycling of elements in natural systems, in which the waste from one process is food for                 

another. The circular economy rests on three principles: preserve and enhance natural            

capital, optimise resource yields and foster system effectiveness.  

 

2.1 Three pillars 

Preserve & Enhance Natural Capital 
 
An example of the first pillar is to choose natural resources wisely which is certainly               

renewable or it can be a technology or process that produces better resources. Tvilum is               

currently practicing the use of chip board and renewable resources. 

Optimize Resource Yield 
 
A yield is optimized when we are designing for remanufacturing and recycling to keep the               

components coming into the economy. We would like to think along this line to ensure that                

the loop of recycling which practiced today is smaller.  

Foster System Effectiveness 
 

 



 

Using a technique which eliminates negative impacts on the environment such as the use of               

land, air and noise. It also includes the ecological footprint like the release of toxic               

substances leading to climate change. It is concern and also an alarm for all of us because                 

when we study the process of manufacturing furniture, we can see how ecological footprint              

is in the different processes of business starting from manufacturing, storage, transport,            

usage and disposal. By focusing on the process where the ecological footprint is less and               

ensuring that process is longer can help us to become more circular.  

2.2 Six key cycles 
 

● Maintain - Using a preventative technique to maximise the life of a product.  

● Repair - Correcting parts of a product to maintain it.  

● Reuse - When the ownership changes.  

● Refurbish - Remanufacturing the product to optimize the life of a product 

● Repurpose - Changing the existing function of the product which it was initially 

manufactured for.  

● Recycle - Recovering components to make secondary materials to develop new 

products. 

 

Currently, Tvilum is focused on the recyclable material. Our aim of the project was to 

introduce more cycles for Tvilum to practice in their business.  

 

3 Procedure 
 

3.1 Trend Analysis 
 

Shrinking Space 
 
The space of the apartment is shrinking. More people are moving into the cities and               

micro-units are becoming popular. Millennials tend to be more environmentally conscious           

 



 

than the other generation. Also, they do not want to spend more on their living space. The                 

Land Board of Tallinn said the largest increase in the average price per square meter had                

been in small apartments sized between 30 and 41 square meters last year, amounting to               

nearly 10 per cent ("Last three months of 2019 set record prices for apartments in Tallinn",                

2020).  

 

New Technologies 
 

The role of technology in everyday life is massive and opens a lot of opportunities. In 

business terms, it allows people to work from home. There is no longer a constraint to work 

on an office desk or a specific time. People can now work in the comfort of their homes. 

Now, the employees working from home are also considered as productive as the ones 

working in offices. Our design needs consideration on how do we enable people to continue 

working from their homes, given the size of the apartment.  

Social Responsibility 
 
People are becoming more keen on the idea of keeping a balance between the economy (in                

this case it is business) and ecosystem (environment and nature). People tend to trust              

companies, the same way as we do with other people, and trusting someone who believes in                

an idea that resonates with one’s beliefs can serve as a strong predictor, that potential               

customer’s likelihood of trying one’s product also increases. Corporate social responsibility is            

not just a trend, it is the voice of the people who are advocating for a more sustainable way                   

of doing business, to preserve nature, etc. According to the research, it does not only drive                

the demand up but also helps to attract employees who agree to work as a part of a                  

company with such values ("Why You Should Care About Corporate Social Responsibility",            

n.d.).  

 

Considering talks that are happening for the past several decades about ecological footprint             

people had on earth, as well as the magnitude of the effect furniture industry had on it,                 

creating a company which tries to combat its effects on the industry it is in, can be very                  

inspiring. Social responsibility in case of Tvilum will come from the created concepts, which              

focus on extending the functionality of existing furniture, thereby increasing the effective use             

of furniture people already have. That way people will not have to throw away their existing                

furniture and buy a new one. This will increase the lifecycle of furniture pieces, people will                

 



 

not need to buy new furniture as often as they did before, making the environmental cost of                 

produced pieces go down.  

 

Personalization 
 
It is predicted that the new trend in the furniture industry will be personalization. We have                

also seen our co-designers reflect the same. People have a growing interest in playing with               

the colour and surfaces of a piece of furniture, making the designs fit their personal style                

("Expect to See These Furniture Trends in 2020", 2020). 

 

 

3.2 Focus Group 
 
Our target group are young professionals aged between 25-35 who have a stable income              

and are able to afford to live in their own place.  

 

3.3 The Four Factors of Emotion 
We read a study which focused on the investigation of the emotional product attachment and               

it was conducted with a view of reducing the premature replacement of furniture. They have               

found four distinct factors through this research work: physio, socio, psycho and ideo             

attachments. The construction of the factors and the details are mentioned in the table              

collected from the research paper. If the interaction between the owner and the object is               

satisfying then there will be an increased attachment. People become attached to furniture if              

recurrent pleasurable experiences during interactions and pleasant shared memories. The          

framework developed for this research was adapted from the ‘Four Pleasures’ paradigm            

promoted by Jordan (2000) based on Tiger’s (1992) theories on human behaviour and the              

biological mechanism of pleasure. The ‘four pleasures’ model embraces factors involved in            

product attachment where they have a positive influence on the ‘person-product relationship’            

(Davis, 2002). And with time, personal circumstances experience change and the previously            

strong attachment to furniture might be diminished, leading towards feelings of detachment.            

The detachment factors are responsible for furniture disposal (Ko, Ramirez & Ward, 2008).             

 



 

We have tested the four factors with our users and we have established that our participants                

were more drawn towards physio attachment which is satisfying physical contact and            

aesthetic design. 

 

 
Fig 1: The four factors of emotional attachment by Jordan (2000) 

 

 
Fig 2: Exercise to identify the factors of emotion in participants 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

3.4 Data Collection  
 

Probing 
 
We read an article, ‘Ways of Drifting – 5 Methods of Experimentation in Research through               

Design’ written by Krogh, Markussen and Bang. We have learned from that article that the               

exploitation of opportunities and exploring design ideas through design work is known as             

probing. This probing technique helps to identify when the impact is larger than a single               

point. And the impact is often illogical. From both a practice and research point of view,                

probing is strongly advised for finding the neighbouring areas of our interest area (Krogh,              

Markussen, & Bang, 2014). In our design studio project the aim was to understand how               

people use furniture and what makes them emotionally attached. We also wanted to find out               

how do they make use of monofunctional pieces in small spaces and what are their needs.                

These were all in an illogical format and followed no pattern. Also, these are activities which                

people perform unknowingly. Thus probing seemed a good technique for our research on             

these subconscious user behavior.  

 

Co-designing workshop 
 
The main aim of the co-design workshops is to have a group of participants to aid in the                  

alignment of the user-centred process. It is important that we design the workshop sessions              

to participate and interact with user participants in the best way, which is designing              

questionnaire and activities. All our workshops had 6 participants, we broke them down into              

a group of 2 participants. It helped us to monitor their work and promote discussions. Each                

subgroup worked on the same theme or variations of it, presenting their work to the rest of                 

the group at the end of the session. 

 

Our co-design workshops had a duration of 1.5-2 hours, although some of them went longer               

as the co-designers were experts in the field of design and engineering. They were highly               

 



 

passionate users as well. The conversation is generally opened by examining the probes             

that they have completed, the self–reflection exercises completed in stage one, and later             

followed by one or more hands-on exercises. The materials which were used are very visual               

or tactile and we required whiteboards, papers, cardboards, stationery items for illustrating            

and drawing.  

 

3.5 Probes 
 
Probe I 
We have designed two probes and sent to the participants before our workshop. The first               

probe was designed to find out the multiple uses of one mono-functional piece. We have               

allocated the most used pieces at home and designed it accordingly. The aim to identify how                

a piece of furniture is used in various ways through the activities that users have written and                 

also through the photos that they have sent.  

 

 



 

 

Fig 3: Probe design for identifying the extended use of furniture 

 

 



 

Probe II 
The second probe was regarding the use of space. We created a floor plan to identify how                 

they are adapting to space. We provided them options like food, entertainment, storage, rest              

and exercise. Also, kept it open to have more data than we expected.  

 

Fig 4: Probe design for identifying the use of space in small apartments 

 



 

 

 

Results 

There were many interesting and new findings both from the filled out probes and also from                

the photos that they have sent. The wardrobe is only used as clothing storage but also as a                  

storage for dry food, cosmetics, toiletries, and kitchen utensils. The desk is also converted              

into a TV stand as the apartment is small. We have also had other responses which show                 

that due to the small size of the apartment, users are using their dining and bed as the                  

make-up station (not a dressing table). The bed is used for folding clothes, which doesn’t               

seem to surprise us. However, when we read that the dining table is used as an ironing                 

table, we were kind of surprised but also content to learn how people adapt themselves in                

small spaces. In one of the photos, we have also observed that the use of the dining table                  

was to keep many items which were not used on a regular basis, the wardrobe was used to                  

dry a bathrobe and a towel, the desk was used for hanging bags, the nightstands were also                 

used for keeping bags.  

 

Probe III 
We had 2 exercises with the probes using three pieces of furniture that Tvilum produces:  

● Wardrobe 

● Dresser 

● Bed 

We asked them what is missing in the pieces of furniture that they own. The participants                

tried to draw on the photos or write on them to demonstrate to us how those pieces can be                   

improved.  

 



 

 

 

Fig 5: Probe design to find out how furniture are misused 

 

 

 



 

 
Fig 6: Probe design to identify missing elements of furniture 

 

 



 

 
Results 
 
There were many possibilities that participants have discussed with us or illustrated through             

drawings. If we take each piece to describe their needs, it would be easier to comprehend.                

Users wanted to improve the wardrobe by adding some hooks to hang clothes, an option for                

adjustable shelves, stairs (that come along with the wardrobe), shoe organiser and            

transparent drawers. In a chest of drawers, the demand was for a big mirror, organiser for                

cosmetics and more compartments inside the drawers. 

 
As we have previously discussed how millennials to work, it was more clear after the second                

workshop. Indeed, they wanted many functionalities which are enough to conclude the            

statement. There requirements to start with were speakers on the bed, followed by notebook              

holder, cup holder, power source, cable organizer, adjustability of the height for supporting             

all types of sitting posture, folding table for work, more storage space, light controller (turning               

the light of the room on and off) and some room for keeping their phones and watch.  

 

A lot of the answers were related to storage - mostly the wardrobe but also the bed. For                  

example, multiple answers were related to adding hooks to the wardrobe door as an added               

functionality. Hanging from a hook is also a storage option that a wardrobe usually doesn’t               

offer. A small difference, but possibly has a different meaning on what you want to store this                 

way. Another important takeaway with storage was customizability - people wanted their            

wardrobe to cater specifically to their needs - a way to adjust shelves, add dividers etc. 

3.6 Co-designing workshop I 
 

People buy furniture and use it in many different ways. The goal of the first co-designing                

experience was to understand the extended use of the furniture. After receiving the first              

probe, where we have identified the different usage of a piece of furniture we invited the                

same group of people to the workshop. The group had both males and females who had all                 

recently moved. They were aged between 26-32 years, living alone or with a partner. They               

were all with an international background and had emigrated to Estonia. In the workshop, we               

wanted to discuss why they moved from one home to another, we wanted to know how long                 

they have been in the new place and how they are using each room of their home.                 

Discussions with individuals about their probes and also group activities would enable us to              

 



 

understand their usage of furniture better. After they had placed the activities on the              

worksheets, they discussed how they defined entertainment and resting. They also shared            

their eating behaviours and what they store at home.  

 

Ice-breaker 
The first task and the ice-breaker were to ask a set of questions from their teammate. The                 

questions were based on their motivation to move to a new place, what furniture did they                

take with them, why were these important, if they threw away any furniture, and how long                

have they been in their new place. This was an opportunity for us to listen in to these stories                   

and get some answers to the questions we were looking for. As the participants didn’t know                

each other, it also gave them an opportunity to get to know each other. 

 
Group Exercise 
The group exercise consisted of a collage of different furniture and four different categories:              

needs to be bought, owned, needs to be thrown away and thrown away. This was meant to                 

initiate a discussion between the members to understand, what they deem necessary, what             

they already have and what they think is unnecessary.  

 



 

 

Fig 7: Photo taken in the first workshop 

 

Fig 8: Photo taken in the first workshop 

 

 



 

Outcome 

The results were quite fascinating and entertaining for us as well as the participants. We               

were not expecting many of the behaviours and usage that the participants have discussed.              

It was a very friendly workshop with many discoveries and as well as showing us what else                 

do we need to find out in the next workshop. We had the details of how they are using the                    

bedroom, dining room, and living for various different purposes. In the next workshop, in              

addition to digging deeper into usage, we would like to expand to get a better understanding                

of emotional attachment and the importance of furniture. It was not just the bed where we                

assumed people to do most of the work, but it was also the dining table that looked like a                   

major point of contact for almost all kinds of activities visually. It would not have been                

possible without the discussion to find the meaning for different participants.  

 

3.7 Co-designing workshop II 
 
 

The primary focus of the workshop was discussing the topic of storage and rest in peoples’                

place of living. This information is central to our research because we focus a lot on the new                  

trend of small living space, and derivative stemming from having physically smaller space to              

live in. 

 



 

  

Fig 9: Photo taken in the second workshop 

 

Fig 10: Photo taken in the second workshop 

 



 

 

Ice breaker 
For the icebreaker, we had a short discussion, what the participants consider to be resting.               

The answers were mostly about having personal time, using it to either consume media like               

Netflix and reading books or going for a walk. The answers were very bed-centric: if there                

are other people in the home, the bed is a place that gives more privacy and a space to have                    

me-time.  

 

Resting 
To create an accurate design proposition, it was important to understand what our subject              

group thinks when we are talking about rest. For some, listening to music might be rest,                

while for another it can be something else. Realizing that, as well as there might be different                 

preferences for different types of rest, we were determined to document as many resting              

activities presented by the participants as we could, and group them by their link to certain                

pieces of furniture. How the environment can be improved to enhance their rest?  

 

 
Fig 11: Images of pictures for demonstrating resting 

 
 

 



 

Unconventional Storage 
In addition, since all of the participants also live in relatively small apartments/rooms, it was               

also vital to discuss how participants store things. Which we did in the form of the visual                 

probe, which would resonate with the participant, and help him or she remember what              

actions they do with their furniture, for which it was not designed for, to have more storage                 

space.  

 

 

Working from bed 
With the bed, they wanted a way to make auxiliary functions more convenient - a better                

option to sitting or a table for work, a way to charge their devices better. This can be related                   

to living in a smaller space, meaning the bed becomes a place to do many activities, but                 

from the discussions about resting it became apparent that the bed is also a place that offers                 

privacy. And as multiple participants don’t live alone, it makes sense that when they want to                

decompress and rest, they choose their most private piece of furniture for it.  

 

 
Activity I  
The first workshop activity was about the unconventional storage spaces the participants            

use. This activity enables us to understand how people are adapting their small space with               

their given pieces.  

 

Outcome 
The findings are listed below: 

 

● Shoes on kitchen cabinets 

● Backpack on the edge of the bed 

● The bed as an intermediary space for all stuff 

● Kitchen drawer for items which doesn’t have space elsewhere 

● Cloth hooks for necklaces and jewellery 

● Clothes on a chair 

● Items on the roof of the bed 

● Cosmetics in a wardrobe cabinet 

● Dry food items in a wardrobe. 

 

 



 

From this exercise, we understood that the bedroom is central in a small space and they are                 

making the most out of the kitchen cabinets that come with an apartment. Other items are                

stored in a wardrobe because that is an important piece of furniture but as they require more                 

space or functionalities, they are adapting themselves by storing other unconventional items            

above or inside the wardrobe. And, certainly using the bed as intermediate space for              

keeping items.  

 
Activity II  
We have used the same pieces of furniture that we have used as a probe. This time, we                  

have asked them to write or draw illustrating us how have they misused their existing pieces                

of furniture. It will enable us to understand which activities are they performing, giving us a                

better picture of their needs.  

 

 
Fig 12: Misusing the sliding doors for hanging clothes 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Outcome 

The findings are listed based on the pieces of furniture they were limited to:  

● Wardrobe: The door was used mostly for hanging wet towels. And the compartments             

were used for storing many items which are not limited to clothing. The top of the                

wardrobe has become very popular for luggage.  

● Chest of drawers: It has been reported to be used as a study table or almost all                 

necessary items are kept on top of it. 

● Bed: The nightstand is full of chargers, which means they are using their phones and               

laptops all from their bed. Uses the bed as a place for doing their makeup with all                 

their cosmetics, which clearly shows they do not have sufficient space for a dressing              

table. Some of them have also reported drying their clothes on the bed and eating               

both lunch and dinner.  

 

Activity III 
We gave them some images which we think defines resting from our research. We wanted to                

see which photo they pick to define how they rest at home and how much time do you spend                   

doing each activity for resting. The exercise was to cut out images from a given worksheet to                 

illustrate. Several types of rest were identified: active rest, passive rest, social rest.  

 

Outcome 
From the photo collage exercise, we gather valuable information about the types of rest for               

participants happening at home, as well as approximate time spent resting. From the given              

answers, it became clear that the type of rest matters a lot, as passive rest was the most                  

common type of rest at home. It was important to determine the approximate time spent on                

types of rest, as they all are very different. Social rest requires more space for a group of                  

people who will be sitting/standing in a close proximity of each other and socialize; active               

rest may require more free space, angles and additions to furniture to help with exercising;               

while passive rest fits the most common perception of rest, in which case a comfortable spot                

for one person. Another important piece of information that previously was not thought about              

was the fact that social rest is more common on weekends, and people spent more time on it                  

than on weekdays.  

 

 



 

Allowing participants to pick collage pictures that somehow associate with their rest inspired             

conversations within a group. Many interesting details of one’s rest habits were talked about              

in this section. To give a few examples: One participant picked a picture of a blue sky. For                  

us, it would associate with nature, but participant picked that particular picture because she              

likes to spend time watching from the window how aeroplanes fly over her house. Another               

picture was of a bird sitting on a tree. Again, for us, it would associate with nature, but                  

participants used this picture because often birds sit next to her balcony and she enjoys the                

resting ambience which is created. Ultimately, we understood that dividing rest into 3             

segments (social, active, passive) gave us a better understanding of how people perceive             

rest and how they rest.  

 

There are several conclusions to be drawn from this workshop. The audience was picked              

from the neighbouring demographics groups, so all topics were very relatable to all             

participants. The problem of storage and furniture use, may not have been in the forefront of                

the problems participants encountered, but all of them had at least one feature in mind which                

would both personalize and improve their experience with the furniture. This workshop even             

further strengthened our assumptions about the importance of furniture for rest and lack of              

convenient storage spaces in the current trend of minimalistic living space. Our next steps              

after this workshop are aimed at solutions which would enable users of the furniture to adjust                

it per their needs, thereby creating a more sustainable, efficient and green cycle. However,              

more research has to be made to pair matching functionalities/features of furniture pieces             

and come up with extension pieces, so they provide promised functionalities as well as stay               

comfortable to use for the initial purpose as well.  

 

3.8 Co-designing workshop III 
 
 

We had a workshop which was organized by our supervisor with Tvilum. Director of product               

competence centre, Benny Emil Lauridsen and the Director of product marketing and            

assortment, Thomas Lykkegaard was here in Tallinn to see our progress along with their              

representative in Estonia two weeks before our final proposal. We have presented them with              

the probes that we have used in all our workshops and the results. Also, showed them a new                  

piece of furniture concept which can be used in multiple ways. The concept looks like               

 



 

squared pieces with different modules so that they can be joined and made for other uses.                

The feedback that we have received from them was that the pieces look like they can be                 

manufactured from chipboards but when we look at this in a bigger picture or inside a                

bedroom, they will not look appealing for the users to continue using them. Using many               

pieces of square blocks are fun to play with but to use it for a longer period of time is not                     

homely. Thus we decided to move away from the proposed concept and design functions              

(not furniture) which will enable users to use their existing pieces according to their needs. It                

will also promote long-term usage and establish emotional attachment. 

 

3.9 Co-designing workshop IV 
 

We have discovered furniture’s extended needs of the young professionals who are living in              

small apartments. Our previous workshops have enabled us to come to this stage where we               

can confidently decide that we need to develop add-ons to the existing pieces of furniture. In 

the workshops which took place before, we have found out the multiple uses of bedroom due 

to space limitation. We have also come across how one table is used for studying, dressing, 

ironing clothes and dining. It is certainly because all these activities require a horizontal              

surface and they no longer have space to continue the usage of the mono-functional design.               

Hence, they have learned to adapt with a single piece and we as designers, want to enable                 

these functionalities through add-ons. An add-on will not only increase the value of a piece               

of furniture but it will also extend the life of a single piece. We believe that the ability to add                    

functions to their current pieces based on their needs will create emotional attachment.             

People are more likely to continue using a piece of furniture when they are emotionally               

attached to it. 

 

 



 

 

Fig 13: Photo from the final workshop 

 

Fig 14: Photo from the final workshop 

 

 

 

 



 

In this final workshop of this semester, we wanted to understand the add-ons that they would                

like in their existing table, wardrobe and bed. Certainly, followed by providing them with              

cardboard, coloured papers and other stationery to build a prototype. So basically, hacking             

all the pieces in our design studio classroom. We have invited a total of 6 participants for our                  

final workshop. In this workshop, we have carefully selected the participants as it involved              

prototyping. We invited young professionals living in the one-bedroom apartment who are            

fashion designers, integrated engineers and interaction designers. A fashion designer will be            

able to come up with different materials other than wood for developing add-ons, engineers              

will be able to help us understand how they can be attached to existing pieces of furniture,                 

and interaction designers will be able to understand how we can simplify the user needs.               

Based on these assumptions, we thought of inviting them to first test the current concept of                

add-ons and secondly to build more add-ons. 

 

Outcome 
The presentations were the most exciting part of the workshop. We have recorded the              

presence of both teams because when they were explaining each add-on, they have also              

highlighted what were the problems with their existing furniture pieces at home. And also              

their frustrations with the limitation of space and lack of storage space. Through this group               

exercise, not only did we come up with some useful add-ons but also how they feel. When                 

you know how a user feels, it opens more possibilities of solving a problem. The three                

add-ons from the first group was a hiding mirror, flowers as hooks, and multiple              

functionalities for a bed. The most apartment comes with one table and it is designed for                

studying. But when you place a mirror on the study table, it looks like a dressing table, but                  

then you can no longer study when you can see your face there. This was the explanation of                  

their reason behind a hiding mirror. So, they have created a mirror which can be added on to                  

the back of the table. You can easily take the mirror out when you want to wear makeup or                   

get ready before you go out. The mirror can rest on the table like a large photo frame and                   

can go back and hide under the table when you need to concentrate on your work or studies                  

in the table. They also proposed a storage unit under the table for makeup and another unit                 

for stationery. As we add functionalities to a table, it is no longer a mono-functional piece                

and needs more organizer for the many uses that it enables. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Both the groups mentioned using a screw for attaching the add-ons, We could not come up                

with some creative attachment of add-ons to the existing pieces which requires less damage              

to the furniture. Certainly, more thought on to the attachment of the add-ons would have               

enabled them to come up with good solutions because what they have proposed are all               

small scale objects. At first, they have developed a basic storage unit, and later they have                

added elements like grass and flowers to make it attractive. We have seen the group is the                 

last workshop more enthusiastic than the other groups. We understood how exciting it is to               

customize a piece of furniture with add-ons. If mono-functional furniture can be used for a               

longer period of time, only through add-ons then why we should we not start thinking about it                 

right away. The number of add-ons can not only be developed through probing but can also                

be developed through co-designing workshop. It provides a better insight of user-needs.            

Also, organizing a workshop of different user groups will allow Tvilum to come across with               

different add-ons for specific groups. 

 

4 Findings 
4.1 Extended Use 
 
The goal of the first co-designing experience was to understand the extended use of the               

furniture. We designed a probe with an aim to identify how a piece of furniture is used in                  

various ways through the activities that users have selected and also through the photos that               

they have sent.  

 

 

 



 

 

Fig 14: Adding compartments on wardrobe for extending the use of wardrobe 

 

 

4.2 Use of space 
 
Our workshop participants were millennials. We have seen most of them express that their              

bed is their desk. Everyone likes to prop themselves against the pillow and make it to a                 

deadline. These people are working from bed. It offers them peace and solitude which is               

missing in an office or co-working space. The bed has become the anchor point.  

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

4.3 Adapting 
 
 
Through analysing pictures sent to us by people who we sent our probes, we found many                

different examples on how they adapt their living environment to their needs. To a certain               

extent, those were the inspirations of our concepts.  

 

Examples of adapting environment: 

● Adding a horizontal hanging space on the side of a wardrobe, from the top, by               

keeping a heavy suitcase and pulling out the handlebar to hang everyday clothes. 

● Using the kitchen table as a dressing table. 

● Keeping food in a wardrobe.  

● Hang various items on the side of a wardrobe door.  

● Storing everyday clothes on the back of a chair.  

● Drying clothes on the corners of a table, and doors of a wardrobe.  

 

 
Fig 15: Using the chair and sides of the table for momentary storage 

 



 

4.4 Needs 
 
 
From our workshop findings we consolidated the more pressing needs of our participants             

into 4 categories for easier product designing and categorization - storage, working, hanging,             

dressing and household. This isn’t a comprehensive list of activities and functions one could              

make and design for, but rather a list of the most common problem areas we can make an                  

intervention in. Were there future research and additional workshops with different target            

groups, additional umbrella categories of needs can be  formed.  

Storage  
Since all the participants were young, working adults, none of them were living in a big living                 

space, however, they owned many things that had to be kept somewhere. For that reason,               

one of the main issues faced was the inability to store things in a convenient way. The                 

workshop demonstrated the need for more storage space for items of different sizes.             

Co-designing with our guests, helped us to understand approximate expectations about the            

type of storage is needed. Offered suggestions established the need for small-average size             

storage space from everyday items that are in active use, a couple of examples of more                

passive items, like books. 

 

Working  
Nearly all the attendees used their space to do work, which was both university work and                

professional work. Many expressed, how inconvenient it actually is for them to work in a               

packed room, which did not have dedicated space for working. Others said that the space               

they had was not comfortable enough, due to other items being scattered around.             

Considering, how working in a bed is the norm now, which many companies under certain               

circumstances encourage, However, in most circumstances, the work has been done either            

on the bed, lying down, or using the table. It also required items that are connected to the                  

first need, of storage, as almost all of the participants required some kind of storing element                

to the place where they are working.  

 

 



 

Hanging 
Given how much horizontal space rooms where participants built, the same approach has 

been used to save space by creating horizontally adjustable hooks and surfaces. Such use 

of space allows hanging items to dry, for temporary storing, for long-term storing.  

 

Dressing 
 
All of the female participants expressed some degree of dissatisfaction with the fact that they               

do not have dedicated dressing tables. Unfortunately, buying a separate dressing table is not              

an option either, as there is no room to keep that furniture item. Instead, they needed                

something that could fit their room and not cost too much. 

 

Housework 
 
We saw that some of our participants missed some basic housework facilities. Using the              

opportunity to add these to your furniture would in proper configuration help optimize and              

reduce the room needed to store these items.  

 

 

4.5 Design Requirements 
 
And one of the most important aspects, the addition of functionalities that would match main               

activities that people do at home. For that finding, the correct match of furniture piece that                

would hold additional function had to be found. The correct combination of furniture and              

functionality is essential, since one of the main reasons people do not use multifunctional              

furniture to their fullest, is because it creates inconvenience to switch between the functions. 

 

The final design will be using unused spaces on existing furniture, will be able to be attached                 

without damaging it and will provide necessary functionalities without sacrificing          

convenience.  

 



 

 

4.6 Key Activities at Home 
 

To understand the whole design evolution process of our concept, it is important to look at all                 

the elements chronological. The insights we acquired heavily influenced our designs and            

most of the contribution came either by analysing the ways workshop participants’ use their              

rooms, taking into account market trends, understanding who our target group is, what             

feelings people associate with furniture, and how it all can come together coming from one               

company.  

 

First designs based bearing in mind various functionalities that people need at home. We              

tried to see different combinations of furniture elements, and how they can be meaningfully              

combined, without jeopardizing already existing convenience it provides. It proved to be a             

difficult task, as many people living in small homes do not have the luxury of changing their                 

furniture (in rented place), or can not afford to do so. So the idea of adapting furniture to                  

meet various needs should be rethought. This is why we decided to focus on adding instead                

of changing.  

 

First, we had to determine which furniture pieces are usually present in small rooms, and               

which parts of that furniture are not utilized to their fullest. Through the research and               

workshops, we found out that the main pieces of furniture that were present in all the                

participant’s rooms were: chest of drawers, table, bed, wardrobe and chair. Those were the              

pieces of furniture that could not satisfy all the needs that daily human activity requires. To                

better understand what furniture is and what function it serves, we broke down the idea of                

the furniture to its basic principles. Furniture ideas such as tables, chairs, beds, etc.came to               

exist after an item of a certain look, which enables certain functionalities, came to be. This                

meant, that a table piece, which is a flat elevation to keep items on, as a monofunctional                 

piece, was meant to meet the need of a certainly shaped area that would enable a                

predetermined function.  

 

Table requirements of a person, who had to constantly keep books, notebooks, pens and              

typewriter on the table for work, are not the same, to a person who only requires his laptop                  

on it. Such comparisons can happen amongst people from the same generation as well. We               

are more flexible in how we can do activities (ex. work), as current technology enables us to                 

 



 

perform it from the comfort of our beds, which 50 years ago would be very inconvenient.                

Same can be said about other activities too. Through understanding that furniture is             

essentially a set of horizontal and vertical surfaces, sometimes with some degree of slope,              

on various elevations, designing functionalities became more simple. We looked into           

function requirements of furniture extension as a match to a certain human activity at home               

(entertainment, work, rest). Thorough an understanding of basic principles, we designed           

functions, where people preferred to have them, without jeopardizing designs of existing            

furniture.  

 

Since people experience emotional attachment to things, adding functions with a certain            

style was decided. For that, once again we looked at emotional preferences and enablers              

that our workshop participants experienced at home. We found a correlation of an uplifted              

emotional state and calmness, with nature. Participants enjoyed having big windows to be             

connected to the outside and expressed likeness towards smells, sounds and looks which             

were nature like. The final designs incorporate the feeling of nature, and seamless             

functionality in itself, without directly intervening neither with furniture appearance nor with its             

physical part.  

 

 



 

 

Fig 15: Understanding the key activities at home to identify storage 

 
 

5 Prototype 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Fig 16: Drawings to add functionality to a table 

 



 

 

 
 

Fig 17: Drawing of a multi-purpose table 

 



 

 

Fig 18: Drawing of a night stand and also a place to keep a laptop 

 
Fig 19: A bookshelf which can be attached to the side of wardrobe 

 



 

 

 

Fig 20: Prototype I 

 



 

 

Fig 21: A leaf structure for hanging clothes 

 



 

 
Fig 22: Prototype II 

 



 

 

Fig 23: Prototype III 

 



 

 

Fig 24: Prototype IV (Sliding mirror behind the table) 

 



 

 

Fig 25: Prototype IV (Sliding mirror behind the table) 
 

 



 

 

Fig 26: Prototype V (A dressing top for chest) 
 

 



 

 

Fig 27: Prototype V (A dressing top for chest) 
 

 

 



 

 

Fig 28: Prototype VI (A honeycomb dressing) 
 

 



 

 
Fig 29: Prototype VI (A honeycomb dressing) 

 



 

 
Fig 30: Prototype VII (A cactus shaped iron table) 

 



 

 

Fig 31: Prototype VII (A cactus shaped iron table) 
 

 

5.1 Testing 
 
Unfortunately, testing our prototype the intended way was not possible, as we did not have               

finished product. However, testing the concept through participants' feedback through          

explanation and sketches was a very helpful alternative, as valuable feedback was used for              

the final designs, like a sliding mirror. During workshops, because we did not have the               

required models for live testing, we discussed functionalities and shared the designs with             

participants to make their perception of the concept more accurate. Most of the             

functionalities that the concept enabled received positive comments. By asking questions           

and coming up with scenarios of everyday routines participants went through we concluded             

 



 

the most convenient places for the functionalities to be at, and which furniture piece is the                

best suit.  

 

Future testing with a finished product should be concluded. That would require a set of               

furniture to which the concepts can be attached, all placed in a small room with everyday                

items of a 25-35 years old working professional. Best case scenario would be to instal the                

add-ons enabling functionalities, by first establishing what was missing in each of the testers              

homes, and matching functionality on that principle. Long-term use of the items in such a               

tested environment would allow us to tweak the design to better match, as well as see how                 

mechanisms work and what is their durability. Further research and testing should be             

performed to better understand the limitations of the concepts as well as finding the best               

methods of attaching furniture add-ons to chipboard. We believe that Tvilum is in possession              

of necessary resources to make the testing phase more efficient. 

 

5.2 Results 
 
The design process was wrapped up with the concepts, which enabled following            

functionalities: storing temporary, and storing long-term items on a beautifully put together,            

nature inspired shape of a growing tree, that would be attached to an unused side of a                 

wardrobe; green, three leaves shaped hanger, which is also a side of the wardrobe; an               

octagon-shaped, bees and honey inspired, mirror which contains in itself functionalities of a             

dressing table; green coloured hanging unit for chest of drawers which does not require any               

mechanism to be attached; sliding mirror from the back of the study/kitchen table; an              

extension which has functionalities of iron table, which comes in cactus version and classical              

version.  

 

Final results enabled the following functions: temporary hanging, long-term storing,          

short-term storing, dressing and getting ready, ironing, working, and drying. The concept            

was designed in the least intrusive ways possible, as in many cases damaging furniture by               

drilling holes in it is not optimal. That holds strongly, as the concepts are meant as                

extensions for chipboard furniture, which does not have high resistance to drilling. Since we              

were working with a small space, efficiency was another key term used in the design.               

Surfaces that were already in heavy use in existing furniture were left untouched, and              

extensions were built more for sides of furniture which were usually left idle.  

 



 

 

 

6 Business Model 
 

 
Fig 32: Changing Business Model  

6.1 Backstage 

 

Resource 

 

The main inputs of a company are its key resources. The key resources define a company's                

value proposition and service. The key resources are based on tangible and intangible             

resources together. These valuables are used for the creation of end products and the              

 



 

operational aspects of the business. In the area, the challenge of the circular economy is               

lower quality materials and design not meant for circular use. The furniture is no longer               

constructed from solid wood or metal. Rather, the focus is on a cheaper material and it                

restricts the potential for having a second life of the product. The ability to reuse, durability                

and recycle are missing. Also, there is a limitation of reverse logistics which may enable the                

users to send the furniture back to the company for having a shorter loop of recycling. The                 

producer of the furniture is not responsible for the reuse and also not widely practised. The                

cost of repairing and refurbishing is high in the EU. The cost is added along with transport                 

and labour cost, which is also high. Therefore, there's a lack of economic incentive to go for                 

refurbishment. The reuse of a piece of furniture is failing to get prioritization over recycling               

and ending up in the landfill. We believe if Tvilum launches these functions as add-ons for                

their existing pieces of furniture. The consumers will have an incentive to repurpose and              

continue using rather than disposing them. It generates revenue and at the same time closes               

the look of disposal which has a very high ecological footprint. The recycling of the material                

does not return as fast as it is getting used by the industry. Thus it is essential to slow it                    

down.  

 

Key Activities 
 

If we want to transform a linear business model into a circular one, there are several                

numbers of activities which need to function. These activities are designing, manufacturing            

and delivery of products. It is the consideration of a product which has a minimum impact on                 

resource use and mastering eco-design skills. For our proposed concept, the add-ons are             

not necessary to be constructed of chipboards. It can be constructed from other materials              

which are environmentally friendly.  

 

Key Partners 
 
The partnership an instrument to make the business a success or a failure. The partnership               

was an area where we looked into because we feel it will create new resource streams,                

access new skills, create a new market and also offer solutions. It can act as a successful                 

model innovation. To understand, which add-on is most useful, Tvilum can organize            

co-designing workshops to come up with different add-ons for a specific target group. For us,               

 



 

was young professional. But the need for different age-group varies. A large family or young               

couples with children would have different needs which can be addressed.  

For business partnership, it is beneficial for Tvilum to find a partner who can provide the                

manufacturing capabilities for some of the add-ons that can’t be manufactured from            

chipboard. While our dressing prototypes and bookshelf prototype can be made from            

chipboard, other prototypes would need a partner who can manufacture from sheet metal             

(prototype III) or has a place for injection molding for plastic (prototype II) 

6.2 Frontstage 

Value Proposition 
 

Add-ons for existing pieces of furniture at home to enable unmet functions. The add-ons              

allow users to repurpose the mono-function piece for multiple uses. They come in different              

colours, patterns and shapes to promote personalization. Through this initiative, Tvilum will            

add two new cycles of circular economy: maintain and repurpose.  

Customer Segment 
 
The customer segment are young professionals for our proposed concepts as they are living              

in a small apartment without much scope for changing the existing pieces. So, these              

add-ons will encourage them to reflect their personality and also encourage their behavior. 

Customer Relationship 

The customers are not given enough information to maintain and repair the furniture. Also,              

they do not have the awareness to extend the life cycle of the product. There is a lack of                   

spare parts for furniture to get repaired to encourage circular behaviour. Through            

development of add-ons, it is recommended to have a better customer relationship with the              

consumers (not only the customers). It will enable Tvilum to identify the different needs and               

continue development and attracting both existing and new users. These add-ons will            

encourage users to continue the use of the base furniture, extending the life. 

 



 

 

7 Conclusion 
 
 

We would recommend Tvilum to continue building add-ons as their furniture design is classic              

and we all need those basic pieces. But to prolong the usage, build emotional attachment               

and allowing room for personalization will only make Tvilum more attractive to new consumer              

and as well as the old consumer. They will be able to become the pioneer of furniture add-on                  

business which will motivate people looking for furniture, choose Tvilum. Such aspects as             

longer life cycle and creation of new market segment for furniture extensions should not be               

overlooked. Being one of the first companies to focus on furniture extensions, which are not               

separate entities simply attached to the furniture, but rather important elements of design,             

can bring a competitive advantage in this new developing market segment. In addition,             

preservation of the environment is also a very big topic that should be addressed, and with                

the proposed approach, Tvilum will get a chance to lead the furniture industry to more               

sustainable ways.  

 

We have successfully validated our prototype through this workshop. Our prototype includes            

a function of dressing on top of a chest, hanging clothes next to a wardrobe, a place for                  

laptop and a light source next to the bed, and bookshelves on the sides of the wardrobe. We                  

have seen these similarities of thinking in the workshop participants’ concept developments.            

They came up with a mirror, multiple functionalities for a bed, hooks, storage unit and cup                

holders giving us an assurance that we are fulfilling their needs. We have also seen that they                 

have managed to execute their own concepts with elements from nature, they mentioned             

that they would like to use tree branches to hold a mirror and patterns of grass to hold their                   

items in the storage unit which means, further research on natural objects will enhance us to                

build more add-ons of the same series. It will enable us to create a range which looks like                  

they all belong to the same collection, which is inspired by nature. Currently, we would like to                 

take some ideas from our participants who are our co-designers to build on it and also to                 

convert our existing prototypes into objects which looks like natural objects. 

 

 



 

8 Recommendation 
 

To improve the attachment feature, new optimal attachment methods should be considered.            

By discovering new methods of attaching extensions, more design opportunities will become            

available. There are more functionalities, which some people require, that should be            

included in design selection since personalization and customization were one of the key             

elements that would drive demand. As was observed during research and workshops,            

emotional attachment to surrounding items can play a big role while updating furniture. The              

functional part of design for some participants was just as important as emotional. Therefore,              

more themes like natural elements in our proposal should be discovered through future             

workshops and questionnaires. We propose to have separate tab for the add-ons. The tab              

will have the add-ons in use on the website. When people will click on the add-on, it will                  

show the dimensions and with which type of Tvilum furniture is the add-on compatible with.               

Also, it will have dimensions for a purchase decision. In order to keep the costs of production                 

down, necessary adjustments should be made to have an economy of scale. Having in mind,               

that variety of extensions in total quantity will always exceed the existing “main” piece of               

furniture, extensive customer research and back and forth interaction should be incorporated            

in the company operations.  
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Appendices 

 
Fig 33:  Prototype VII (A cactus shaped iron table) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 34:  Business process highlighting ecological footprint 

 



 

 

Fig 35:  Missing functionalities of existing pieces from participants 

 



 

 

 

 

Fig 36:  Keep and discarding exercise in workshop 

 

 

Fig 37:  Detailed business process model 

 



 

 

 

Fig 38:  Selected photos of the extended use of a furniture 

 

 

 

 


